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Koalas Fire Destruction/ damage of known population across the island

Koalas need to be removed from the burn area on 

the day of the burn. Site visit the day after the fire 

to find Koalas that have re-entered the burn area 

over night - these individuals will need to be 

checked for burns and attended to by wildlife 

carers. 

Biodiversity Services- Assessment of Proposed Burn
Burn Name:  Raymond Island Centre Road North Burn Number: 2BBB1218

Burn District: Bairnsdale Assessor Name and Position: Belinda Rossack

Date Assessed: 05/07/2011 Contact Number: 51520413

Note: Values with a National Status are listed under the federal Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act.  Information provided by Biodiversity Services during the FOP review 

identifies values of national significance (nationally threatened species and ecological communities) that may be affected by the proposed activities.  Any burns or works where EPBC listed 

values are identified should be considered for referral to the Federal Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and Communities.  Further information can be found at:  

http://www.environment.gov.au/epbc/publications/bushfire.html

Note:  The Priority Ranking Category field is determined by a process drawing on elements such as State and Federal threatened listing and status, proportion of known records within burns, 

etc.  This ranking process aims to categorise values based on the consequence of compromising that value in terms of the physical site, known population or from the legislative status of the 

value.  The priority ranking category is not a measure of emphasis that should be placed on protecting the value.  Prescriptions for each value in the template should be considered 

independently from the Priority Ranking Category assigned to the value. For more detail see the Priority Ranking practitioners note.
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